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MECHANICAL BIN CONTROLS
As mentioned in Tech Tip Vol.178, the bin control on
the KM-280/500/630/900 and KML series units has
been changed to a mechanical style of bin control. We
have used this or a similar type of control for many
years on both the IM series of ice cuber as well as the
Flaker and DCM products.

On the assembly line, the bin control has been taped in
place so that it is not damaged during shipment.
During installation of the machine, ALL shipping tape
must be removed in order for the machine to operate
properly.  We will be attaching the following label to
the units to direct the installer in removing the tape and
ensuring that the bin control is installed correctly.

In order to remove the tape from the bin control you
must first remove the stainless steel base cover and
ABS bin control deflector to gain access to the
actuator and the tape holding it in place.  This tape
must be removed or the machine will not start.

If you feel the bin control is not working correctly then
you should follow the procedure below to determine
whether the bin control or another portion of the
control circuit is not working correctly.

The bin control checking procedure is to turn power
off to the machine, gain access to the control board
and move DIP switch number seven to the “off”
position.  Now restore the power to the machine and
turn the unit to the “on” position.  If the unit does not
start after turning dip switch number seven “off” then
the problem is not with the bin control.  Once this is
accomplished, ALL non-bin control related items
should be addressed.

If the machine starts, the problem is most likely in the
bin control circuit.  For detailed information on
troubleshooting the mechanical bin control please refer
to Service Bulletin SB01-0001 available at
www.hoshizaki.com or through your local distributor.
This Service Bulletin is now being attached to the front
cover of all affected models.

THE NEW “DB-130H & DB-200H”
Beginning in September of 2001 Hoshizaki began
producing a new style of DB dispenser.  This new
style of Hotel/Motel dispenser has a new re-designed
front panel.  A new stainless steel and black front
panel gives the unit a more modern look and better
compliments the new rounded front edges and air
filters of the “H” series ice machines.  The general
operation and basic mechanical design has not
changed.  You can expect the same level of reliable
service from the new “H” series DB’s as with past
generations.

Q and A KM-2400SRB3 Low Pressure Switch
By Lonnie Clayton

Question: On a KM-2400SRB3, when replacing the
low-pressure switch which terminals do I connect to?
The KM-2400SRB3 is currently the only Hoshizaki
ice machine that uses a low-pressure switch.  The
440388-01 pressure switch is a single pole double
throw switch. Terminals 1 and 2 are normally closed
at atmosphere and 2 and 3 are open at atmosphere.
The settings of terminals 2 & 3 are: cut in 46.5 PSIG
+/-3, cut out 7 PSIG +/-3.
In order to start the compressor it may be necessary
to jump this switch out when you are recharging the

 See label on last page.



unit. Once we reach 46.5 +/-3 PSIG contacts will
close between 2 and 3. The jumper may then be
removed and the unit will operate normally.  The
purpose of this switch is to interrupt primary power to
the transformer shutting the unit down if low refrigerant
pressure is experienced in the system.  This will
prevent damage to the compressor in the event of a
low refrigerant charge.

To answer the question; you should connect the two
pink wires to Terminals 2 (common) and 3 (normally
open). (Terminal 1 will not be used. It is normally
closed).

UPDATED WEB SITE INFORMATION

Hoshizaki America is proud to introduce a new
feature on our corporate web site.  This new feature
entitled “Hoshi plus” allows you to access and down
load Instruction, Service and Parts manuals for most
of the current models.  By registering your e-mail
address with us you will also be put on a direct mailing
list.  You will then receive monthly e-mailings of our
Tech Tips and updated Service Bulletins as well as
other service related issues, as they become available.
This new tool can be a valuable asset to your
company to keep you abreast of technical changes,
new manuals and updates to Hoshizaki America food
service equipment.

COMING NEXT MONTH...
1. More Hoshizaki technical information
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IMPORTANT          ( BIN CONTROL LABEL)

This unit uses a mechanical, proximity switch style bin control.
The following steps should be followed at startup to ensure proper operation.

                                                                                                             

1. The actuator arm and paddle are secured
  with shipping tape (Fig. 1).  Remove the
  shipping tape from the bin switch so that the
  paddle swings freely (Fig. 2).
  (May require removal of protective shield to
   access actuator arm and paddle.)

2. Check to assure proper operation
a. Turn the control switch to the ice position. Allow the
unit to cycle into the freeze mode (when pump operation
starts).

      b. After 1~2 minutes into the freeze cycle, move the paddle
to the right (Fig. 3).  The unit should shut down within 3~5
seconds.

Note:  The unit will only shut down at the end of the harvest

            or within the first five minutes of the freeze cycle.

Fig. 3

Fig. 2Fig. 1


